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ThE miSSiON of Southern California 

PubliC radio iS to Strengthen the CiviC 

and Cultural bondS that unite Southern 

California’S diverSe CommunitieS by 

Providing the higheSt quality newS and 

information through radio and other 

interaCtive media. we will be a PubliC 

forum that engageS itS audienCeS in  

an ongoing dialogue and exPloration 

of iSSueS, eventS and CultureS in the 

region and in the world, Seeking to 

Provide greater underStanding and  

new PerSPeCtiveS to the PeoPle of  

theSe CommunitieS and their leaderS.
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as we move forward, we’re keenly aware that we’ve only begun to scratch the 

surface. we still have a lot of work in front of us if we’re going to live up to our 

full potential of providing perspective and promoting understanding around all of 

the difficult issues we face. that’s why, in our fiscal year 2012, we will build on our 

success by significantly increasing the depth and breadth of the broadcast and 

digital content we provide. this will help to ensure continued audience growth, 

which in turn will drive increased support for SCPr’s public service mission.  

but — if we get this just right — the next 12 months have the potential to be 

absolutely transformative. this could be the year when SCPr becomes not just 

a public radio station, not just a public media organization with three stations, 

not just a nice website and a collection of cool digital applications, but the pre-

eminent regional public service journalism institution in the country, and a model 

which other public media organizations will pursue.

this is our aspiration for SCPr. this is what we believe we can accomplish in  

the coming year.

as we look ahead, we understand and appreciate that anything we achieve in the 

next 12 months will only be possible because of the support and encouragement 

of those who share our vision. we are deeply grateful to SCPr’s members—now 

52,000 strong—and to the philanthropic foundations, corporate underwriters and 

volunteers who believe in the importance of Southern California Public radio and 

our mission of public service. thank you all for your generous support.

Sincerely,

bill davis, President    

gordon Crawford, Chair

friendS,
without question, our 2011 fiscal year was the most successful in Southern 

California Public radio’s history. in just 12 short months, we were able to: 

launch The Madeleine Brand Show; significantly increase the breadth and 

depth of our news coverage via multimillion-dollar investments in reporting on 

breaking news, the regional economy, crime and public safety, k-12 education, 

regional governance, and immigration and demographic change; hold live 

episodes of Patt Morrison’s “Comedy Congress” in our Crawford family 

forum; convene multiple groups of veterans and their families to tell their 

stories in person, on the air and on our digital platforms; win more awards for 

journalistic excellence in a single year than ever before; and become the most 

listened-to public radio station in los angeles.

Just about any other public broadcasting organization in the country would 

be thrilled to have accomplished just one of the above in any given year, much 

less all of them. each accomplishment is truly a significant achievement, and 

we can and should be justly proud. 

behind the silver linings of our 2011 fiscal year, however, there was one 

significant dark cloud—the deaths of three close friends and colleagues:  

dr. harry Pachon, a founding member of the SCPr board; Jon lovelace,  

a founding member of SCPr’s advisory board; and Chuck miller, a generous  

and provocative “member without portfolio” of the SCPr board.

all of them made significant contributions to this institution—and they made 

their contributions in very different ways. we will miss their camaraderie and 

their support, but most of all, we will miss their friendship and their laughter.

1 SENATOR BARBARA BOxER &  
 CANdidATE CARLy FiORiNA  
 SUPPORTERS AT ThE mOhN  
 BROAdCAST CENTER & ThE  
 CRAwFORd FAmiLy FORUm  
 BEFORE ThE CALiFORNiA  
 SENATE RACE dEBATE hOSTEd  
 By SCPR.

2 BARBARA BOxER. 

3 CARLy FiORiNA.

4 AirTAlk hOST, LARRy mANTLE.
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Exceeding Audience Expectations  
in the digital Age
in the coming decade, SCPr will extend the reach of its public service journalism 

across broadcast, digital and live event platforms. we will continue to relentlessly 

pursue in-depth news, analysis, programming, and most importantly, civic 

engagement, in america’s most diverse metropolis.

broadcast news and SCPr’s signature news programs will continue to be at the 

center of our programming, but will increasingly drive audiences to the SCPr 

website, where there are no limits or time constraints to coverage, analysis,  

video and photographs. Social media outreach as well as digital platforms  — such 

as those for iPads, smart phones and more — will be expanded. and events in  

the Crawford family forum will be streamed live and archived for viewing at the 

public’s convenience. 

when complete, this extended activity will double SCPr’s editorial staff of 

reporters, producers, editors, digital reporters, bloggers and new media staff.  

our ultimate goal is to provide non-partisan, balanced information and analysis 

that will allow people to make informed decisions on news developments 

and motivate them to take action  — to vote, volunteer, participate in local 

organizations, and make decisions that will positively impact their families,  

their communities and the region.

a Signal Change

Serving a world-Class metropolis
Southern California is a world-class urban center full of opportunity at both 

the individual and regional levels. we are a global center for the visual arts, the 

entertainment industry, bio-medical research, engineering innovation and global 

trade. and we attract people from all over the globe seeking a better life for 

themselves and for their children.

at the same time, we struggle with some truly world-class challenges. Pollution, 

public education, traffic, gang violence and sustainable economic development, 

for example, all pose tremendously complicated issues with no easy solutions.

SCPr endeavors to raise the awareness of both the struggles and achievements 

that define us by providing the Southland with the most accurate mirror possible 

of life in greater los angeles. at a time when commercial media is increasingly 

dominated by opinionated news personalities at the expense of journalist-

driven news reporting, Southern California Public radio’s mission  — to provide 

the highest quality journalism and to create a public forum to debate the most 

important issues of the day  — has never been more critical.

more than just a public radio station, SCPr strives to serve as a centering 

institution in our diverse metropolis that engages audiences from different 

backgrounds in an ongoing dialogue and exploration of issues, events and 

cultures. we seek to provide greater understanding and new perspectives  

to the people of Southern California.

A model for Public Service Journalism
our journalistic experience during the last decade has given us a front-row  

seat to the Southland’s ongoing economic and demographic evolution.  

based on this experience, we plan to dedicate journalists to each of twelve  

“beats” or “desks” that reflect our commitment to in-depth reporting and deep  

audience engagement. Providing the Southland with news and information  

on these 12 issues is critical to a well-functioning multi-ethnic democracy:  

1) Crime and Public Safety; 2) breaking news and natural disasters; 3) business 

and economy; 4) Public education; 5) governance and Civic engagement;  

6) emerging Communities and demographic Change; 7) health Care;  

8) infrastructure, transportation and housing; 9) environment and outdoors;  

10) Science, research and engineering; 11) arts, entertainment and Popular 

Culture; and 12) enterprise reporting and investigative Journalism.

 

SCPr’s coverage will delve deeply into these topics with significant expansion  

in investigative and enterprise reporting. while local and regional news will be  

at the heart of our coverage, our journalists will report on these local issues in 

ways that make the connection to what is happening across the country and 

around the world. and while journalism is a serious endeavor, all of these beats 

will be covered in a manner that is witty, engaging and entertaining  — providing 

serious coverage, but never taking ourselves too seriously.

 

no other media organization in the region is embracing this challenge. Creating  

a truly integrated and interactive public service is our vision, and if done right, 

SCPr has the opportunity to create a national model for public service journalism.

crime and 
public safety
Breaking News 
and Natural 
Disasters
Business and 
Economy
Public 
Education
Governance 
and civic 
Engagement
Emerging 
Communities 
and 
Demographic 
Change
Health care
Infrastructure, 
Transportation 
and Housing
Environment 
and Outdoors
Science, 
Research and 
Engineering 
Arts, 
Entertainment 
and popular 
culture
Enterprise 
Reporting and 
Investigative 
Journalism

1 KPCC.ORg ON ThE iPhONE.

2 digiTAL mEdiA STAFF.

3 hOST, mAdELEiNE BRANd.

4 ThE CRAwFORd FAmiLy FORUm  
 LivE EvENT: “COmiNg hOmE —  
 LiFE FOR vETERANS iN ThE  
 SOUThLANd”.
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Business and the Economy
Southern California’s economy is an international powerhouse, with los angeles 

County’s economy alone surpassing those of many nations. despite its size,  

there are only a handful of fortune 500 companies. Small businesses—often 

owned by immigrant entrepreneurs—are a significant part of the engine that 

drives the local economy. 

 

at a time when serious reporting on anything other than headlines is in decline, 

Southern California Public radio has built a dedicated team of business and 

economy reporters who are looking well beyond the headlines: Shereen marisol 

meraji and brian watt, along with matthew debord, author of the online debord 

report. funded by the generosity of SCPr board chair gordon Crawford, the 

team is working to become the go-to source for in-depth coverage of emerging 

economic trends in the Southland.

 

in 2011, when most of local media was focusing on a possible grocery 

workers’ strike at the “big three” stores, SCPr’s team produced a 

multi-part series that explored how immigrant-owned (and mostly  

non-union) stores were creating a revolution in the way people shop 

for groceries. the project was all-encompassing. watt leveraged 

SCPr’s Public insight network to interview individual shoppers. 

meraji focused on the independent grocery stores thriving in one 

predominantly latino community where the chains struggle to 

compete. debord examined how these immigrant entrepreneurs were 

creating a “disruptive innovation” for the entire industry. and engaged 

listeners continued the discussion via twitter and facebook long after 

the reports had been aired or posted.

 

while the rest of the country is seeing competition play out between 

big box retailers and traditional chains, the trend discussed in the 

SCPr series attracted the attention of financial analysts on wall Street. 

“what happens in los angeles is typically what eventually happens 

across america,” said burt flickinger, a grocery-store analyst with 

Strategic resource group, based in new york. “Southern California is 

the most important food market in the u.S. and Canada, and typically 

it’s the national trendsetter as well.” scpr.org/News/Local 

Emerging Communities and demographic Change
in addition to inaugural work in our critical topic areas, the Patt Morrison team 

had a significant success during 2011 partnering with the SCPr digital and live 

events teams to produce a special on the community of boyle heights—often 

referred to as the ellis island of the west Coast. the project included two town 

hall discussions in the community with local leaders, health and housing workers, 

and others with a stake in the neighborhood. each event attracted a full house.

 

the discussions were broadcast on Patt Morrison, while the digital team created 

an interactive web-only feature, “boyle heights in transition.” the web feature 

went into much greater detail than the broadcasts could, and contributed to a 

larger dialogue within the community, resulting in one of the busiest comments 

sections ever hosted on the SCPr website as people told their own stories of life 

in boyle heights. “boyle heights in transition” won a golden mike award from the 

radio and television news association of Southern California.  

scpr.org/BoyleHeights

ideaS to aCtion
the launch of the Pacific Swell environment online report. a five-part series on air 

and online about the unique-to-Southern-California shifts in the grocery industry. 

vibrant award-winning coverage of the diverse communities of los angeles. 

these are just a few examples of SCPr’s early success in its commitment to 

expanding in-depth, multi-platform news coverage that integrates the broadcast, 

digital and live-event platforms.

The Environment
the watchdog role historically played by news media in the united States 

has diminished during the past decade, and this has taken a particular toll on 

environmental reporting. according to the Pew research Center’s Project for 

excellence in Journalism news, in 2009, national coverage of the environment 

made up only 1.8 percent of total daily news content. without routine access  

to news and information, the public lacks the content needed to make  

informed decisions.

quality journalism that inspires public debate is an essential part of a healthy, 

thriving society. this is especially true when it comes to the Southland’s 

environment, which is tightly interwoven with some of the most pressing issues 

affecting the daily lives of the region’s diverse communities. in 2011, SCPr took 

the first steps in filling this important news niche by launching Pacific Swell, which 

digs deep into the environmental news of the day and examines its impact on 

individuals in the community.

recognized by the los angeles Press Club and the Council for watershed health, 

Pacific Swell is a two-way conversation with senior reporter molly Peterson that 

connects audiences using facebook and twitter, achieving strong audience 

engagement via the use of comment sections to facilitate community dialogue. 

Pacific Swell attracted significant web traffic during its first six months,  

with more than 100 stories, 190 posts and 22,000 unique visitors.  

scpr.org/Blogs/Environment

1 mOLLy PETERSON,  
 SENiOR REPORTER,  
 ENviRONmENT.

2 BUSiNESS & ECONOmy TEAm, 
 ShEREEN mARiSOL mERAJi,  
 BRiAN wATT,  
 & mATT dEBORd.

3 hOST, PATT mORRiSON.

4 BOyLE hEighTS mURAL.

5 A, B, C 
 iNdEPENdENT  
 gROCERy STORES.
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in memoriam
ThREE SUPPORTERS whO mAdE A diFFERENCE

Charles d. miller
for nearly three decades, Charles d. “Chuck” miller was one of los angeles’ 

truly outstanding business leaders. his leadership transformed avery dennison 

into a fortune 500 company, and he was a pioneer in opening China to global 

manufacturing. he also was a wonderfully generous civic leader, serving as 

finance committee chair for the 1984 los angeles olympic organizing Committee 

and endowing a professorship to support asian studies at his alma mater, 

Johns hopkins university. a member of the SCPr board from 2005 until his 

death in november 2011, Chuck played an indelible role in many of our proudest 

achievements, including the move to our new headquarters. Chuck was recently 

elected an honorary life trustee of Southern California Public radio.

Jon B. Lovelace
Jon b. lovelace was a brilliant investor, leading los angeles-based american 

funds to become one of the country’s largest money management firms.  

he credited much of his success to his belief in the virtues of egalitarianism, 

always seeking multiple views and being open to new ideas, thinking and  

analysis. Jon also was a huge public radio fan, and he served as SCPr’s  

advisory board member from its inception in 2000 to his death in november  

2011. his contributions to our success were many, not the least of which was  

the layout of our new headquarters with shared spaces and not a single corner 

office in the building. Jon’s impact on SCPr will live on for decades to come.

harry Pachon
harry Pachon was one of SCPr’s founding board members. a lifelong activist  

who helped to focus attention on the needs of the nation’s growing latino 

population, he was the first SCPr board member to identify the demographic 

trend of the Southland’s emerging civic and cultural leadership. harry helped form 

the board’s commitment to expanding the SCPr audience beyond the traditional 

public radio listener, and held us accountable in making sure the mirror of the 

community we were presenting was accurate. thanks to his early leadership, 

SCPr’s audience today reflects the diverse communities of Southern California, 

and we are positioned to serve as a centering force for the region for years  

to come.

dr. fernando J. guerra, Phd 
SCPr board of truSteeS

director, Center for the Study of  
Los Angeles, Loyola marymount University

dr. fernando guerra is director of the Center for the Study of los 

angeles at loyola marymount university and a member of the Southern 

California Public radio board of trustees. operating at the intersection of  

multiple ethnic, demographic, political and economic communities, he enjoys 

significant credibility and respect from all sides. in many ways, dr. guerra 

epitomizes SCPr’s mission to serve as a centering institution for the important 

issues facing the Southland.

 

“i’ve been an active observer of los angeles for my entire career,” says guerra. 

“i get paid to watch, read and write on major trends, specific policies, and the 

emerging political and ethnic environment. ongoing fragmentation has occurred 

over the last 25 years for many reasons, but we’re getting to a point of maturing 

and leveling out. we have an opportunity to build a new civic structure that 

allows functional participation by all ethnic, demographic, political and economic 

groups. SCPr can play an important role in nurturing this evolution.”

 

dr. guerra’s expertise is helping SCPr pursue this lofty goal in an appropriate 

fashion. he knows that one approach can never work across the Southland’s 

varied stakeholders. “no news organization has ever faced a more diverse 

audience in its history, anywhere,” says guerra. “a public radio station trying to 

build civic engagement faces big challenges regardless of what market it’s in, but 

nowhere more than here.” with dr. guerra’s guidance, SCPr is working to share 

new voices and perspectives that distinctly represent the region.

 

dr. fernando guerra has his finger on the pulse of how the “emerging l.a.” works, 

and his optimism is helping SCPr better serve our world-class metropolis.

cHArLEs D. MiLLEr

JON B. LOvELAcE

HArry pAcHON

FERNANdO gUERRA,  PANELiST 
FOR “REAL ANd viRTUAL 

wORLdS: A FORUm ON TOdAy’S 
LATiNO AmERiCA” iN ThE 

CRAwFORd FAmiLy FORUm.
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Strength for the long term

Tom and melinda Peters
tom and melinda Peters are proud members of Southern California Public radio’s 

legacy Society, which honors donors who have included SCPr in their wills and 

long-range plans. “kPCC’s in-depth coverage of the important issues we face 

is very important to me,” says tom. “i enjoy being able to give back, and being 

treated as a bit of an insider by SCPr in response.”

tom and melinda are both psychotherapists educated at the university 

of Southern California’s School of Social work. “i put a very high value on 

storytelling as a means of learning,” says melinda. “Programs like dick gordon’s 

The Story and This American Life are some of the best examples of meaningful 

storytelling i know.” 

tom adds, “we’ve listened to public radio since the 1970s. Public radio delivers  

an immense amount of information in an unbiased fashion in a very short period 

of time. it makes you think, and in the end, that’s what’s most important.”

Planned giving provides a way for those who are passionate about the mission 

and public service of Southern California Public radio to establish a legacy that 

ensures the highest quality news and information will endure for current and 

future generations. and tom and melinda are enthusiastic about encouraging 

others to consider doing what they have done. “SCPr is named as a beneficiary  

in our will and on our life insurance policy,” says melinda. “we hope that others 

will consider joining us in providing for SCPr’s future.”

exPanding our imPaCt

Paul and heather haaga
Paul and heather haaga, members of kPCC since 1990, are firm believers  

in an informed society. “knowledge helps us all enjoy being human,” says Paul, 

chairman of the board of Capital research and management Company. but the 

haagas also believe that knowledge delivery needs to respect the audience, 

and must avoid telling people what to think. “So often these days, the news is 

delivered in an echo chamber where you hear the opinions you want to hear.  

Pick the echo chamber that’s right for you, and sit back and relax.”

kPCC approaches the news differently, and that’s why the haagas are committed 

to supporting the growth and expansion of Southern California Public radio’s 

public service media model. “kPCC is an important part of everyday living, and  

of achieving a greater sense of shared community in the Southland,” says heather. 

“if you hear a story on kPCC, you have enough information to reach your own 

conclusions without being told how to think.”

 

while the haagas’ enthusiasm for kPCC and SCPr is high, they know that much 

work remains to successfully engage as many angelenos as possible into a 

community conversation. that’s why they made a significant gift to the mohn 

broadcast Center and the Crawford family forum Capital Campaign, and why 

they are generous members of the SCPr Chairman’s Circle.

Paul haaga is so convinced of the importance of public media in american society 

that he recently accepted an invitation to join the nPr board. “i want to bring 

my outside perspective to the continuing evolution of our national public radio 

system,” he says. “often, a business or organization or institution will miss an 

important issue or problem because they’re too close to the internal machinery 

to recognize it. i hope to help ensure that all perspectives are considered as nPr 

pursues its full potential in today’s media landscape.”

“Kpcc is an  

important part  

of everyday living,  

and of achieving  

a greater sense  

of shared 

community  

in the southland.”
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the Crawford family forum 
2011 highlightS

“angelino, angeleno, angeleño: who are we?” explored 

identity and identification in the sprawling metropolis  

of l.a., and looked at who we are in relation to the city  

and to one another. 

 

StoryCorps’ “griot,” a listening event in partnership with 

StoryCorps, featured some of the oral histories  

of african americans collected in los angeles.

 

“when worlds Collide—the untold Story of the americas 

after Columbus” presented a vivid exploration of the first 

century after the old world encountered the new world.

 

“Civil rights and go-go boots” examined the Chicano 

movement, east los angeles and l.a. pop culture of  

the 1960s.

 

“a Paradigm Shift in California’s energy environment” 

looked at the increasing turn toward renewable energy 

sources (wind, solar, geo-thermal) and away from traditional 

fossil fuels, as well as who’s benefiting and who’s paying.

 

“Comedy Congress” took a contemplative look back  

at 9/11/01 and featured unapologetic laughter about the 

laughable state of our economy.

 

“Coming home—life for veterans in the Southland” was 

a two-part series that explored issues facing veterans in 

an audience-inclusive town-hall format. the program also 

included a multi-platform initiative that featured coverage 

on SCPr’s  broadcast and digital channels.

advanCing a national model  
for PubliC ServiCe JournaliSm

The Ahmanson Foundation
Southern California Public radio’s website, SCPr.org, is growing its user-

base by leaps and bounds. thanks to generous support from the ahmanson 

foundation, SCPr is enhancing the video news and live-streaming capabilities 

of the mohn broadcast Center, the Crawford family forum and kPCC 

reporters in the field. these improvements will allow significant expansion of 

SCPr’s online content. this expansion is central to SCPr’s efforts to advance 

a national model for public service journalism, and is having a transformative 

impact on the public service SCPr provides.

thanks to the ahmanson foundation, SCPr is: increasing video coverage of 

breaking news; streaming and archiving live events, remote broadcasts and 

community programs that have limited in-person access because of venue  

size or geographic location; and creating a comprehensive video/multimedia 

landing page with deep video archives and social media sharing tools that 

facilitate the widest possible distribution of SCPr content.

“the ahmanson foundation grant vastly increases our technical capacity 

to produce high-quality video in the field, and live streams of newsworthy 

events, in a way that complements our award-winning broadcast and digital 

reporting,” says SCPr videographer grant Slater. “with new equipment,  

we are achieving our aspirations to create a robust online video experience  

for our listener base and beyond.”

Corporation for Public Broadcasting
Southern California Public radio’s move to the mohn broadcast Center and 

the Crawford family forum (Cff) resulted in the launch of our newest news 

platform—live events. during the past year, the Cff has produced more 

than 100 programs attracting nearly 10,000 individuals, thanks in large part 

to a grant from the Corporation for Public broadcasting (CPb) intended to 

facilitate planning and production of events to engage audiences traditionally 

underserved by public media. in its first full year of operation, the Cff became 

an integral part of SCPr’s mission and purpose, and an increasingly important 

way that we connect and engage with the multicultural communities of  

los angeles. 

 

“the events are refreshingly diverse,” said don Pearson, who with his wife 

lynn are frequent forum program attendees. “the programs are informative, 

entertaining, stimulating and often give us new perspectives.”

 

the CPb grant provided the support for lively, honest discussions and debates 

on various economic, educational, social and cultural topics of interest or 

concern to the local community. two community open houses included tours 

of the broadcast Center studios and forum, where more than 650 people from 

throughout the Southland enjoyed the opportunity to meet kPCC program 

hosts, reporters and staff. 

1 Off-rAmp hOST, JOhN RABE.

2 SENiOR NEwS EdiTOR  
 ChERyL dEvALL hOSTS STORyCORPS’  
 gRiOT LiSTENiNg EvENT.

3 PhOTO/vidEO EdiTOR gRANT SLATER.

4 STORyCORPS’ gRiOT LiSTENiNg  
 EvENT PARTiCiPANT. 

5 SCPR OPEN hOUSE STUdiO TOUR.
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SUPPORT 
FROM PUBLIC

93.0%

INTER-COMPANY 
GRANTS

0.6%

OTHER PUBLIC 
SUPPORT

4.9%

FOUNDATIONS
2.7%

BUSINESS
SUPPORT
GENERAL

0.5%

SUPPORT FROM
GOVERNMENTAL 

AGENCIES
6.2%

SUPPORT FROM 
EARNED REVENUE

0.8%

INDIVIDUAL GIFTS
AND MEMBERSHIP

49.1%

UNDERWRITING
42.3%

TOTAL OPERATiNg REvENUE

SUPPORT FROm ThE PUBLiC

SOUThERN CALiFORNiA PUBLiC RAdiO (AN AFFiLiATEd ORgANizATiON OF AmERiCAN PUBLiC mEdiA gROUP)  
STATEmENT OF ACTiviTiES          
yEAR ENdEd JUNE 30, 2011, wiTh COmPARATivE TOTALS FOR ThE yEAR ENdEd JUNE 30, 2010  
(in Thousands)          
       

 yEAR ENdEd JUNE 30, 2011        

    UNRESTRiCTEd 

  OPERATiNg PROPERTy dESigNATEd   TEmPORARiLy PERmANENTLy  2010 
  FUNd FUNd FUNd ELimiNATiONS  TOTAL RESTRiCTEd RESTRiCTEd TOTAL TOTAL 

Support from public:          

individual gifts and membership  $7,804     $-     $-     $-     7,804     $3,333     $16     $11,153     $6,754    

individual gifts and membership  

released from restriction (rfr)  778     -     -     -     778     (778)    -     -     -    

underwriting  189     -     -     -     189     6,700     -     6,889     6,690    

underwriting rfr  7,201     -     -     -     7,201     (7,201)    -     -     -    

business general support  80     -     -     -     80     85     -     165     74    

foundations  -     -     -     -     -     138     -     138     465    

foundations rfr  468     -     -     -     468     (468)    -     -     -    

inter-company grants  98     506     339     (845)    98     -     -     98     202    

other public support  -     2     -    -  2     334     -     336     8,475    

other public support rfr  528     334     -    -  862     (862)    -     -     -    

 Total support from public  17,146     842     339     (845)    17,482     1,281     16     18,779     22,660    

Support from  

governmental agencies:          

Corporation for  

Public broadcasting (CPb)  24     -     -     -     24     1,105     -     1,129     1,343    

CPb rfr  939     178     -     -     1,117     (1,117)    -     -     -    

grants from other  

governmental agencies  -     -     -     -     -     29     -     29     26    

grants from other  

governmental agencies rfr  16     -     -     -     16     (16)    -     -     -    

 Total support from  

 governmental agencies  979     178     -     -     1,157     1     -     1,158     1,369    

Earned revenue:          

earned operating activities   49     -     -     -     49     -     -     49     -    

investment return  1     3     -     -     4     28     -     32     30    

other earned activities  102     -     -     -     102     -     -     102     96    

 Total earned revenue  152     3     -     -     155     28     -     183     126    

 Total support  

 and earned revenue  18,277     1,023     339     (845)    18,794     1,310     16     20,120     24,155    

Expenses:          

operations  11,490     1,138     -     (206)    12,422     -     -     12,422     10,033    

administrative  2,532     89     -     (639)    1,982     -     -     1,982     1,796    

fundraising  4,207     209     -     -     4,416     -     -     4,416     3,872    

Capital campaign  

and related expenses  -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     1,024    

 Total expenses  18,229     1,436     -     (845)    18,820     -     -     18,820     16,725   

Change in net assets  48     (413)    339     -     (26)    1,310     16     1,300     7,430    

Net assets, beginning of year  296     23,108     -     -     23,404     3,208     159     26,771     19,341    

Net assets, end of year  $344     $22,695     $339     $-     $23,378     $4,518     $175     $28,071     $26,771   
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molly b. Schmid

lynn Shin, m.d. and  
david mersault

riccardo J. Simpson

Susan a. Sirota and  
robert J. goto

Jenny e. Skoble

amy Sommer and  
James Childress

rich and Jane Sondheimer

edward and  
Peggy Sonnenschein

Christine marie Sorenson

Sandra Spivey

greg and Judi g. Stefflre

anne Steidl

max Stolz

alexis and michael Stumpf

lisa a. Sugimoto

Jill Sumiyasu

Stacy tager

banthon tanapongtham

robert and Judy waller

Julie waxman and  
Seth freeman

daniel webster and  
tinsley grimes

Pamela webster

bernard weigman

wendi bailey and  
Paul weinberg

alison whalen and  
Steve marenbert

timothy P. whalen

Cynthia l. woolbright

xiaoping wu

James l. yeager

donna J. Zenor and  
william t. bisset

atis v. and Paul Zikmanis

pAtrONs’ circLE  
$1,500-$2,499

anonymous friends (10)

kathleen adams and  
tom brosterman

Jeahan agrama and  
dwora fried

munish C. agrawal

lawanda r. allee

Christopher a. allen

Julie allen

Joaquin alvarado

aaron and lauren applebaum

Jacoba atlas

akari atoyama

Susan auerbach and  
bryan langholz

dr. nancy m. baisch

Sonia balcer

adam balogh

Shannon mcgrady bane and  
ken bane

bruce and Carol barge

daniel berendsen

deborah l. beveridge

Sunil bhandari

lanaea bogue

david bokser

william S. bonnheim

elissar boujaoude

roger & margaret bourke

robert and wendy brandow

ron k. brathwaite

titus and wendy brenninkmeijer

oliver brenninkmeyer

brad d. and Claire brian

michi broman

victoria mutsuko brown

Jody and alan browning

Christine m. bruegger

edward bucklin

Suzanne bukinik

Surge burboz

thomas bushnell

Sandra and michael buttitta

John buttolph

wendy butts

george m. byrne and  
barbara barrett-byrne

Stella d. Campos

enrique and maria Caponi

Sherry a. Caraveo

tina Carey

Candace Carroll and  
len Simon

forest Carver

Stockard Channing

barbara lynn Chasse

deborah a. Chen

richard Chernick

Jit fong Chin

Sungshin Cho

kimberly h. Clancy

John Clawson

kathleen and hickel Clayton

michael d. Coleman and  
odile nicolette

Zack Cooper

daniel Cosby

mary Costa

Joseph and Susan Courtney

tara r and matthew J. Cowell

James w. and marilyn d. Craft

daniel Craig

linda Cribbs

margaret Cribbs

mary ellen and michael Criley

eric Crowther

monica Cruz flores

Carl Curtis

william and denise Cuthbertson

Christine e. Cwiertny

renee Czarapata

andrew daly

Sharon darnov

Jim davidson

kathryn and thomas davis

Susan gray davis

marina day

nick decker

alan del Castillo

david delgado

marvin and Patti demoff

louis deSipio

marie dieckhoff

John m. diehl

ian dodd

leslie and John C. dorman

John doyle

kenneth doyle

Peter e. dragich

rafael duran

Sarah and bryan earll

amado Jesus edghill

larry ehren

Susannah l. eicher

Carl J. and linda m. eichert

michael ellis

Joan ervin

michele d. and  
michael r. evans

bonita fan

Jeff farnum

thomas b. farrell

barbara C. fasiska

dr. Cary feibleman and  
kim Savage

michael feldman

katie ferrington

Jacqueline ficht

Jerrold fine

Joanne fink

david r. flores

debbie ford

Scott and Jennifer frank

fred fudacz and Perla eston

george S. fuller

Paul gaffner

robert b. garant

linnette garber

John a. garofalo

Paul gasser

Christopher gauntt

Joseph geiger

beth gertmenian

katherine gfeller

Jim and ann gianopulos

nicholas giardina

nancy e. gibbs

gwen a. and Steve a. gibson

katherine gillespie

bernie a. and  
hannah J. godwin

daniel goldberg

richard J. goldstein

gabriela gonzalez

raffi gourdikian

albert and gwen grabb

amanda green

latoya green-Smith

lisa ritter and Jeff greenstein

linda griego

kimberly haase

alfred hadley

lisa hale

timi a. hallem and  
robert i. hallem

lei han

John n. harms

mr Jefferson a. harrell

Sharon lybeck hartmann

Philip hartwell

ross hashemi

william a. and holly hawkins

Peter hayashida and  
michael olman

armen hayrapetian

robert J. and  
amenda J. herrington

Pat herson

thomas heys

high temp metals

marilyn J. hill

Caroline hong and  
Christopher rhude

david and Jacki horwitz

marsha houston

kathleen a. and  
Peter g. hunter

larry d. hunter

gale anne hurd

russell and viola e. iungerich

Sally hahn Jameson

mary Jamora

leslie Jewett

Chenyang Jiang

karin Joffe

Paul S. and  
katherine J. Johansen

Patricia C. and norm Johanson

elisa Johns

deroy Johnson

eric C. Johnson

leland l. Johnson

ellen S. Johnston

william and rebecca kamer

dana and yop kang

melody kanschat

michael and fiona karlin

edward k. kaufman

morgan allison kay

diane keaton

nikki keddie

robert and millie kern

Joe kimura

Christopher knight

Cindy kohlmiller

raja kolli

lucy koster

John Chi ming ku

david la Cava

luis and lee lainer

mark and ellie lainer

Steven lamy and  
gayle l. hopkins

Courtney a. lane

diane Sands and Jeff lapides

Joseph laPine

william lappen

dr. thomas J. learch and  
eric lee

Jenna f. and Jacob S. leavitt

bJ ledyard

dr. John and margaret lee

Judith S. leland

Jack lemmon

elisabeth and david lesser

Shelly a. lewis and  
Judith Johnson

glenn and gael libby

linda b. lichter

Jennifer kehret liddell

david i. and  
katherine l. linden

robert C. and beth n. locker

marty longbine and  
Jeff ayeroff

gerald lopez

dr Susan love and  
dr helen Cooksey

douglas l. and  
Stephanie loverro

ANNUAL giviNg  
On the following pages,  
we are pleased to announce  
SCPR’s leading supporters
Gifts received July 1, 2010 -  
June 30, 2011

visiONAriEs’ circLE  
$50,000+

Peter and helen bing

John and louise bryson

gordon and dona Crawford

cHAirMAN’s circLE  
$25,000-$49,000

anonymous friend

rick barry

marianna and david fisher

heather and Paul haaga

Sally and william h. hurt

Susan and doug kranwinkle

the mohn family foundation

marilyn P. and thomas C. Sutton

prEsiDENt’s circLE  
$10,000-$24,999

anonymous friends (3)

robert and Sara adler

richard and lezlie atlas

Sandra J. ball-rokeach

begin today for tomorrow

the eli and  
edythe broad foundation

Jerry Choi

Sally g. de witt

laura donnelley

Stephen r. english and  
molly munger

bryant g. garth

tom hanks and rita wilson

michael J. moody and  
Jennifer hinman

Janice e. and  
laurence d. hoffmann

the kopcho family foundation

Peter and diane lannon

kevin macCarthy and  
lauren lexton

Scott and lauralee bell martin

george a. molsbarger

helen moore

wendy munger and  
leonard l. gumport

Jeff and rachel lipp

neda nobari

Jane and ron olson

victor and Cathryn Palmieri

Sherry and John Phelan

thomas v. reichert and andrew 
d. halladay

barbara u. and  
william h. roberts

eugene and marilyn Stein

Susan Steinhauser and  
daniel greenberg

betty Stookey

James r. ukropina

the ward family foundation

DirEctOr’s circLE  
$5,000-$9,999

anonymous friends (6)

aC vroman inc

the millstream fund

david and Carol appel

leah S. and  
gregory m. bergman

Janet ann bratton

bill and elaine davis

gwen ewart and  
robert thomas

Sean gallagher

robert and margaret green

Susan grode

dolores grunigen 

Janet S. hadley and  
h. lawrence webb

brian and karen hennigan

Joan and david hill

adelaide hixon

ben and mavis huang foundation

Peter yun huh and  
Jihee kim huh

Stanley l. iezman and  
nancy Stark

edward indvik

damien and yvonne Jordan

Steve and kathy kloves

kurt knutzen and  
audrey george

karin l. larson

dennis levitt and Jane gordon

wendie malick and  
richard erickson

Jennifer and Shawn mcCreight

miriam muscarolas and  
grant abramson

Jeri o’donnell and  
don Spradlin

travis t. oliver

John J. ortega and  
irene h. Cordoba

Sandy and barry Pressman

Stewart and lynda resnick

leslie reuter

katherine trennerry and  
ernest i. reveal

bonnie ross

george w. Savage

Sarah and mark Stegemoeller

max and diane Stites

nicholas Stoller and  
francesca delbanco

keith d. Stolzenbach and  
lora Silverman

Jeffrey thomas

neil S. and eve weightman

elaine weinberg

Connie and John h. weston

whole foods market

fay williams

william wohlf

ying and Charlie woo

ADvOcAtEs’ circLE  
$2,500-$4,999

anonymous friends (4)

J.J. abrams and katie mcgrath

Paul ahrens

robert and melissa alvarado

Suzanne aran

Penny armstrong

John and hilda arnold 
foundation inc

raul atler

richard aufmann

rick and wendy aversano

alec baldwin foundation

John bares

Jill barnes

rita h. and Charles b. baumer

bernhard and lynn beliak

larry r. belkin

Jack benadon

lon and heidi C. bender

Jason d. bennett

kathleen bradford

Carla brandy

theresa a. buckley

Catherine m. Cadogan

kris Calvin

glenn i Camhi and Paul felix

Paul and marie Cantor

mark Carlin

matthew t. Cashen

Savannah Castro

Peggy Catron

kathy and ken Child

raissa and bill Choi

andrea Cook

william Corwin

edward and karin Costello

martha lynn Cowan and Joseph 
f. nagy

alison and richard Crowell

timothy daly

Caro danielian

donald P. and nancy de brier

the de toledo family

barbara and gilbert dembo

linda l. demer

alexandra denman

mayur deshpande

Jane drinkwalter

helen and robert elswit

margaret engel

david a. and Joyce m. evans

Susan and edward ferguson

Cathie l. fields and  
mark e. whitebook

robin fish

mary bridget flanagan

marilyn freemon

Joan m. frey-Smith

yasuko furuya

amy futa and Stephen horn

terry l. and todd gilman

frankie glass and  
James Steinmeyer

diana gold and ray elam, iii

harriett f. and richard gold

earl l. goldberg and  
aya kimura goldberg

Joel goldstein and Judy henry

gtb&a

leslee hackenson

burt i. harris, Jr.

barbara J. and  
dr robert g. hasty

Stephen and karen hillenburg

dorothy and lathrop hoffman

nicole and daniel honigman

Chester e. and Patty horton

James houghton and  
karen Snider

bernice and wendell Jeffrey

elisa v. Jiang

Steaven k. and Judith Jones

diana and david kaloyanides

Suzanne and richard kayne

kathryn and Steve keefer

Catherine keig and  
James hayes

Pamela b. kelly

dong S. kim

John h. kissick

terry kitay

mary koppes

ellen lamel

Jay t. last

Charlotte lerchenmuller

michael C. lewis and  
amy k. boyle

Santi lin

ilona linden

louise and gary lorden

gene lucero and  
marcia williams

Siobhan maguire

Craig r. miller

Cynthia and david mirsky

erika montenegro

bobbie and henry frank moon

Carol and Jerry muchin

frances Conroy and  
Jan munroe

Jeff a. murad

Stuart and naomi nagasawa

irene nevil

mary lois nevins

dana and edward newman

gail nugent

tim and mary o’brien

gail and brian o’neill

richard and harriet orkand

adán ortega, Jr

frank S. and Susan b. osen

Joby rome otero

Claire ouimet

kirk a. and Susan l. Patrick

Carol Peirce

tom and melinda Peters

michael Petre

glenn Pfeffer

Peggy Phelps

Phyllis Piano and roy Jones

deborah and thomas Prosser

david quinto

wendy lee radford

lee and lawrence ramer

arthur d. riggs

Carlene ringer

Sharon and nelson rising

david and victoria rogers

feilicia rosenfeld and  
david linde

david roth

Jeff rothenbach

Shobna Sahni

maureen Saul

elfriede Savaser
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kaiser Permanente

twentieth Century fox

onewest bank

Paramount

university of California 
healthcare

los angeles Philharmonic

FOUNDAtiONs 

anonymous friends (2) 

the ahmanson foundation

the California endowment

City of los angeles, department 
of Cultural affairs

michael J. Connell foundation

Corporation for Public 
broadcasting

the S.l. gimbel foundation

the John randolph haynes and 
dora haynes foundation

the James irvine foundation

the kenneth t. and 
eileen l. norris foundation

nPr

Pacific life foundation

roth family foundation

cApitAL cAMpAiGN 

$2,000,000 +

gordon and dona Crawford

adelaide hixon

the James irvine foundation

the mohn family foundation

$1,000,000 - $1,999,999

anonymous friend

John and louise bryson

w.m. keck foundation

Susan and doug kranwinkle

the kresge foundation

Charles and Carolyn miller 

the rose hills foundation

$500,000 - $999,999

anonymous friends (2)

the ahmanson foundation

the ralph m. Parsons foundation

$250,000 - $499,999

anonymous friends (3)

richard allan barry family 
Charitable foundation

Peter and helen bing

Corporation for Public 
broadcasting

the kopcho family foundation

the millstream fund

Jane and ron olson

the ward family foundation

$100,000 - $249,999

anonymous friends (2)

the Capital group Companies 
Charitable foundation 

megan and Peter Chernin

Cisco home

edison international 

daniel and Phyllis epstein

the david geffen foundation

the good works foundation

dolores S. grunigen 

heather and Paul haaga

Peter yun huh and Jihee kim huh 

Sally and william h. hurt 

the Jl foundation 

Sally and bill kling

karin l. larson

levitt Pavilions

Jim and anahita lovelace

wendy munger and  
leonard l. gumport

Pacific life foundation

Cathryn and victor Palmieri

marilyn and tom Sutton

nancy englander and  
harold m. williams

ying and Charlie woo

$25,000 - $99,999

anonymous friends (3)

robert and melissa alvarado

michael k. boone

Jody and alan browning

raissa and bill Choi

City of hope

michael J Connell foundation

bill and elaine davis

gibson, dunn & Crutcher llP

Paul felix and glenn Camhi

marianna and david fisher

eileen and Jon gallo

Jean e. gold

david grannis and  
Sherry Swanson

daniel greenberg and  
Susan Steinhauser

laurence d. and  
Janice e. hoffmann

Stanley l. iezman and  
nancy Stark

yvonne and damien Jordan

Pat and Stewart kwoh

roger i. and ruth b. macfarlane 
foundation

John and ingrid markul 

Carol and Jerry muchin

mary lois nevins

margery nicolson

Pasadena Community 
foundation 

Julian and Justine Poon

bill resnick and doug Cordell

Chip and kitty reveal

roth family foundation

ronnie rubin

the Saban family foundation

Jeanne and robert Segal

Sarah and mark Stegemoeller

eugene and marilyn Stein

James r. ukropina

Joan wells

$10,000 -  $24,999

anonymous friend

the estate of Carl alexander

rita h. and Charles b. baumer

Christine beckman and  
ted mitchell

lon and heidi bender

California wellness foundation

dunson Cheng

Corinna Cotsen and  
lee rosenbaum

Jim davidson

Sally graves de witt

daniel, Cecelia, and  
andrew essin

robin fish

audrey george and kurt knutzen

Jones Coffee

griffin, Justin and buzz harris

william a. kamer and  
rebecca l. Crigler 

mary koppes

Jeffrey h. lapides and  
diane l. Sands

the estate of lucille lemmon

tricia maclaren and Phil Swan 

allan h. markowitz

brian Scott miller

Peggy Phelps

virgil and brenda roberts

elizabeth and mark  
Power robison

Catherine and robert ross/
harry ross industries 

Pamela and robert Schneider

Sherwin-williams Paint

simplehuman

gene and tracy Sykes

Suzanne v. wilson

$3,000 - $9,999

anonymous friends (5)

emily and Zachary abbott

Julie and ron allen

romie and anjana basu

leah S. and  
gregory m. bergman

bob and wendy brandow

wendy and titus brenninkmeijer

anna and dana bresnahan

Cecily burke and david taussig

Carnelian trust

dina e. Cohen

karen and Steve Craig

Susan gray davis

roger and majorie davisson

frankie glass and  
James Steinmeyer

Joel goldstein and Judy henry

linda and Jay griffey

fernando J. guerra

Janet S. hadley

Chester e. and Patty horton

Sally and frank Jameson

bernice w. and  
wendell e. Jeffrey

Paul S. and  
katherine J. Johansen

ellen Johnston dean

Sharon and alan Jones

Jordan l. kaplan

david and Susan lederman

mark C. lemons foundation

Shelly a. lewis and  
Judith Johnson

lauren lexton and  
kevin mcCarthy

Joe and denise lumarda

thomas mcburney

Scott and lauralee bell martin

brad miyasato and  
brad duerre

irene nevil

diana and kevin o’leary 

Jeffrey and Joan Palmer

lisa ritter and Jeff greenstein

wendy-Sue rosen and  
tom freeman

molly b. Schmid

the helmut w. Schumann 
foundation

marva Shearer

anthony C. and  
Pamela C. Schwarz

daniel Skommesa

max Stolz, Jr.

lisa, alec and  
mike Storrie-lombardi

david Strand and  
bridget duffy

Catherine C. thomas

manuel valencia

anthony vinciquerra and  
toni knight 

Julie waxman and  
Seth freeman

elaine weinberg

gareth wigan and  
Patricia newcomb

lacey e. wyatt



mr michael lubic

richard Z. lui

denise and Joseph lumarda

robert mair 

makoff family foundation

alan manara

melanie r. mander

allan h. markowitz

Corinne m. martin

laura and James maslon

Jamie mcdonald

Patrick mcgowan

george mclaughlin

ben mcmillan

dewayne and mary mcmullin

Jon r. and debbie mctaggart

Christopher o. meade

tarikh melancon

Julia meltzer

ann and david merin

melissa mesa

lisa middleton and  
Cheryl o’Callaghan

emily miller and lewis bonney

michael mills

anny minter

brad miyasato and  
brad duerre

John moeur

Charles and margaret mooney

Janet moore and david larson

Stuart and laura  
ritchie morgan

andrea k. morrissy

timothy C. morse

grace ellen mueller

kenneth munday

william J. and  
elizabeth r. murray

edward nachtmann

Jeevan nalamada

rachna narula

nayla nassif and Paul hill

monica nelsen and  
Joseph h. low, iv

Judith a. newkirk

howard newman and  
Susan brown

leslee J. newman and  
barry mednick

brian nichols

donna nicol

Judith d. raffel

louis occhi

rudy oclaray and  
dr. Stephen d. henry

eric olson

Chun orr

laurie osborne

Patricia osman

Jeffrey and Joan Palmer

kevin and elizabeth Parry

manisha Patel

gayle Penrod

lars d. Perkins and  
Susan b. mcConnell

Janine and dr anthony Perron

nancy and Stephen Perry

tina hansen Phillips

alan Pick

benjamin Pick

Susan Pinsky and  
david Starkman

dennis Poledna

Justine and Julian  
wing-kai Poon

michael r. Post

roberta and dr John Preskill

Jody Z. Priselac

thomas Priselac

John quale

daniel quintana

dr. Phil and lesley radell

mujeebur rahmansaher

Charles C. read

robert reale

ernest reguly

Constance l. rice

anne richardson

Patricia C. richardson

lisa richter and  
dr. howard newman

marianne e. rideau

Sandra roberts

Paul robinson

laura and James rosenwald

Stephanie ross

anne and  
James f. rothenberg

Joan rowe

ronnie rubin

dinah and william ruch

alexandra rukeyser

Javad Sabokpey

Stephen a. Sacks

laura Salvay

mia Sarapochiello and  
brian d. henson

alexander and  
mariette Sawchuk

linda and Jeff Schulein

natalie Seaman

Julia Selfridge

Susan Sellman obler

therese Selvaratnan

lee Shallat Chemel and  
david Chemel

gregory b. Shapton and barbara 
k. rugeley

katherine Shen

diane Sherman

dr. karin Sherwood and  
dr. mark borchert

murad Siam

linda S. Silverman

dr Susan S. Simmons and Jerry 
m. haselfeld

tejinder Singh

martha Smith

aline Smithson

richard and Sue Snyder

Carl Southwell

debra and bruce Spector

dave and bonni Stachowiak

Judith J. Steele and  
larry Stern

nancy Stephens and  
rick rosenthal

doug Stewart

margaret Stewart

Philip Stites

george Stone

lisa J. and michael  
Storrie-lombardi

david Strand and  
bridget duffy

laura l. Stribling

thomas Strouse and  
lori Zuckerman

igor Stubailo

lisa m. Sullivan and  
regis abersek

John r. and linda l. Sumpter

alice b. Swan

bradley tabach-bank

Charles f. taylor

ben tench

emiko terasaki

mark tessier

Catherine thomas

Courtney thorne-Smith

Susan tick and Scott goldstein

elizabeth tomori

Samuel tseng

vassilis tsotras

Phil tukia

James upchurch

a. william and mary urquhart

loretta and  
willem van der Pol

Clara villanueva

gregory vines

viva tiger inc

Carl volpe

barton and Pamela wald

Junior a. waldon

diane wallace

Sarah b. wallbank

Chiugchin wang

rebecca e. ward

mikki l. and Colin weightman

darell weist and diane kenney

Carol welles

Joan wells

karen P. wells

morgan wells

william m. wensil

tina m. weyand

barbara y. wheeler

ginger and don whinfrey

linda and tod white Charitable 
fund

ray r. wick

nancy m. and robbie S. wilms

elizabeth S. and  
andrew r. wilson

ernest wilson

robert wilson

Suzanne v. wilson

dr. Sam k. wirtschafter

ellen y. wong

John h. wong

Jonathon C. wong

karl wong

Christina J. woo

edward a. and Jan e. woods

Sharon l. woodsonbryant and 
James bryant

Chris wyrick

deborah a. wyscarver

John and Catherine yamin

Stephanie yanchinski and  
katie-marie allen

kendyl young

herb and arlene Zimmer

LEGAcy sOciEty MEMBErs

anonymous friends (11)

lawanda r. allee

Suzanne aran

Sandra J. ball-rokeach

adrienne brandriss

Stephanie brito

dolores and wayne browning

esther Chao

gregory Pierre Cox

Susan gray davis

milton J. fatt

Susan and edward ferguson

Cathie l. fields and  
mark e. whitebook

robin fish

myrna m. friedman

barbara gibbs

henry and Jane goichman

adelaide hixon

Janice e. and  
laurence d. hoffmann

karen Snider houghton and 
James C. houghton

Peter yun huh and 
Jihee kim huh

rich and Jacquie mcClish

michael mills

d.l. and lyn b. mingori

molly breeze nisbet

tom and melinda Peters

Judith raffel

dianne k. Sax

dr Susan S. Simmons and  
Jerry m. haselfeld

dr. robert and nadyne Zafrau

estate of Phyllis f. gebauer

cOrpOrAtE spONsOrs

Southern California edison

mercedes western region

bank of america

Cedars-Sinai

FULL sErvicE  
NEWsrOOM sUppOrt

we gratefully acknowledge 
these generous early funders to 
SCPr’s full Service Public media 
newsroom initiative which will 
transform SCPr’s newsroom 
resulting in in-depth, multi-
platform news coverage for  
the diverse communities of 
Southern California.

anonymous friends (2) 

annenberg foundation

gordon and dona Crawford

Corporation for Public 
broadcasting

the ford foundation

the James irvine foundation

Charles and Carolyn miller

kenneth and harle montgomery 
foundation

the rose hills foundation

the ward family foundation
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PRINCIPAL PHOTOGRAPHY PROVIDED BY BILL YOUNGBLOOD

SENIOR STAFF OF SOUTHERN 
CALIFORNIA PUBLIC RADIO

BILL DAVIS 
President and CEO

MARK CROWLEY 
Vice President, General Manager

JULIE ALLEN 
Vice President, Underwriting

GREGORY PIERRE COX 
Vice President, Development

EDGAR AGUIRRE 
Community Outreach Director

CRAIG CURTIS 
Program Director

PAUL GLICKMAN 
News Director

DOUG JOHNSON 
Director of Broadcasting

PEGGY O’ROURKE-BOROSKIN 
Regional Human  
Resources Manager

MELANIE SAUER 
Director of Business Services

ALEX SCHAFFERT 
Director of Digital Media

RUSS STANTON 
Vice President, Content

SENIOR STAFF OF AMERICAN 
PUBLIC MEDIA GROUP 

SCPR is one of the  
organizations of AMPG

JON R. MCTAGGART 
President and CEO

THOMAS J. KIGIN 
Executive Vice President,  
Chief Administrative Officer  
and General Counsel

MARK E. ALFUTH 
Senior Vice President and  
Chief Financial Officer

DAVE KANSAS 
Senior Vice President and  
Chief Operating Officer

MARY S. NEASE 
Senior Vice President and  
Chief Human Relations Officer

SCPR BOARD OF TRUSTEES

ROBERT L. ADLER 
Executive Vice President & 
General Counsel 
Edison International

LOUISE HENRY BRYSON 
Former President of Distribution 
Lifetime Television and Executive 
Vice President and General 
Manager Lifetime Movie Network 
Chair Emerita of the Board 
J. Paul Getty Trust 

MEGAN CHERNIN 
Chair of the Board 
MLA Partner Schools

GORDON CRAWFORD,  
CHAIRMAN 
Senior Vice President 
Capital Research and 
Management Co.

BILL DAVIS 
PRESIDENT 
President and CEO 
Southern California Public Radio

DR. FERNANDO J. GUERRA, 
PH.D. 
Director 
The Center for the Study  
of Los Angeles

DAVID HILL 
Chairman & CEO 
FOX Sports Television Group

ADELAIDE HIXON 
Philanthropist 
APH Group

JIHEE KIM HUH 
Vice Chairman 
Pacific American Fish Company

C. DOUGLAS KRANWINKLE 
Executive Vice President,  
General Counsel 
Univision Communications, Inc.

STEWART KWOH 
Executive Director and President 
Asian Pacific American Legal 
Center of Southern California

JON R. MCTAGGART 
President & CEO 
American Public Media Group

JARL MOHN 
FIRST VICE CHAIR 
Private Equity Investor

VICTOR H. PALMIERI 
Retired Chairman,  
The Palmieri Company

JULIAN POON 
Attorney  
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP

CONSTANCE L. RICE 
Co-Director 
Advancement Project

VIRGIL ROBERTS 
Attorney 
Bobbitt & Roberts

DR. MARILYN SUTTON, PH.D. 
Professor Emeritus 
California State University 
Dominguez Hills

ANA VALDEZ 
President and Co-Founder 
Valdez Consulting Group, Inc. 

MANUEL D. VALENCIA 
Partner 
Valencia & Company

HAROLD M. WILLIAMS    
LIFE TRUSTEE (Active) 
President Emeritus 
The J. Paul Getty Trust

CHARLES WOO 
TREASURER 
CEO 
Megatoys

LIFE TRUSTEE (HONORARY) 
RONALD L. OLSON 
Attorney 
Munger, Tolles & Olson LLP

IN MEMORIAM 
CHARLES D. MILLER 
Retired CEO and Chairman 
Avery Dennison Company

JON B. LOVELACE 
Chairman Emeritus 
Capital Research and 
Management Company

HARRY P. PACHON, PH.D. 
President 
The Tomás Rivera Policy Institute 
Professor of Public Policy, USC

REGIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL

JOHN H. WESTON 
CHAIR  
Partner Weston, Garrou,  
and Mooney

JEFF GREENSTEIN  
VICE CHAIR 
Writer & Producer

MELISSA ALVARADO 
Attorney

SANDRA BALL-ROKEACH 
Professor of Communication 
University of Southern California 
Annenberg School for  
Communication

LEAH BERGMAN 
Attorney 
Bergman & Dacey, Inc.

ESTHER CHAO 
General Partner 
Giant Panda Management

VERA DE VERA 
Director of Grants 
California Community 
Foundation

ROBERT GARCIA 
Executive Director and Counsel 
Center for Law in the  
Public Interest 
The City Project 

STEVE HOCHMAN 
Music Critic 
LA Times

EDINA LEKOVIC 
Director of Policy & 
Programming 
Muslim Public Affairs Council

TARA MAXEY 
Co-Owner 
Heirloom

ADÁN ORTEGA, JR.

JIM PICK 
Professor, School of Business 
University of Redlands

ROSE CATHERINE PINKNEY 
Head of Cinema 
Cinema Gypsy Productions

ERNEST “CHIP” REVEAL 
Mediator/Arbitrator

SUSAN STEINHAUSER 
Attorney

DEBORAH WILLIAMS-HEDGES 
Senior Media Relations 
Representative 
California Institute of Technology

DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE

C. DOUGLAS KRANWINKLE 
CHAIR 
Executive Vice President, 
General Counsel 
Univision Communications, Inc.

LOUISE HENRY BRYSON 
Former President of Distribution 
Lifetime Television and Executive 
Vice President and General 
Manager Lifetime Movie Network 
Chair Emerita of the Board 
J. Paul Getty Trust 

GORDON CRAWFORD 
Senior Vice President 
Capital Research and 
Management Co.

BILL DAVIS 
President and CEO 
Southern California Public Radio

JON GALLO 
Partner 
Greenberg Glusker

ADELAIDE HIXON 
Philanthropist 
APH Group

DARCY KOPCHO 
Senior Vice President 
Capital Guardian Trust

JARL MOHN 
Private Equity Investor

SARAH STEGEMOELLER 
Senior Staff Attorney 
Community Development  
Public Counsel

ANA VALDEZ 
President and Co-Founder 
Valdez Consulting Group, Inc.

CHARLES WOO 
CEO 
Megatoys

STRATEGIC PLANNING 
COMMITTEE

STEWART KWOH 
CHAIR 
Executive Director and President 
Asian Pacific American Legal 
Center of Southern California

ROBERT L. ADLER 
Executive Vice President & 
General Counsel 
Edison International

LOUISE HENRY BRYSON 
Former President of Distribution 
Lifetime Television and Executive 
Vice President and General 
Manager Lifetime Movie Network 
Chair Emerita of the Board   
J. Paul Getty Trust

GORDON CRAWFORD 
Senior Vice President 
Capital Research and 
Management Co.

BILL DAVIS 
President and CEO 
Southern California Public Radio

DR. FERNANDO J. GUERRA, 
PH.D. 
Director 
The Center for the Study  
of Los Angeles

DAVID HILL 
Chairman & CEO 
FOX Sports Television Group

JIHEE KIM HUH 
Vice Chairman 
Pacific American Fish Company

JON R. MCTAGGART 
President and CEO 
American Public Media Group

JARL MOHN 
Private Equity Investor

VICTOR H. PALMIERI 
Vice Chairman and  
General Counsel Mullin TBG
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